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“The International
Code of
Zoological
Nomenclature
(ICZN) for the
first time allows
publication of
online-only
taxonomic
papers.”

Taxonomy Goes Digital

P

ublication of new species names has been a paper-based process since
Carl Linnaeus published Species plantarum in 1753 and Systema naturae in
1758.1 But the year 2012 marks a change in taxonomy. With its September
announcement, the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN) for the first time
allows publication of online-only taxonomic
papers 2 and follows a similar amendment to the
International Code of Botanical Nomenclature
that was announced in July 2011.3 That decision
also changed the name of the code itself to the
International Code of Nomenclature for algae,
fungi, and plants (ICN), an acknowledgment of
commonly accepted distinctions among these
three types of organisms. Both amendments went
into effect January 1, 2012.
The new rules adopted by the ICZN stipulate
several requirements for online-only
publication of taxonomic papers:
• The published work must be registered
in ZooBank, which the amendment
establishes as the official registry of
zoological works.
• The ZooBank registration must include
the ISSN or ISBN of the outlet publishing
the work.
• The paper may not be published
exclusively on CD or DVD.
• The author must declare an intention
to preserve the work in an electronic
archive.
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Sticks and Stones
Confession time—I had a terrible, zooinspired nickname bestowed upon me in
junior high. Sadly, it was not my immature
classmates who came up with the
mortifying moniker “Baboon Baby,” but my
own father who delighted in telling the
deleterious tale of how my mere presence
elicited way too much excitement in the
baboon habitat at our local zoo.
I suspect baboons are simply prone to
excitement, but as we in the scholarly
publishing business are well aware, it is
tough to measure an individual’s true
impact. Our Research 2.0 infographic helps
illustrate one metric, the h-index, which
aims to do just that.
For more zoological excitement, be sure to
read our Feature article, “Taxonomy Goes

Digital: Nomenclature Codes Embrace
Online-Only Publication.” In an
anticipated, but no less thrilling
move, the International Code of
Zoological Nomenclature has
decided to recognize onlineonly publication of new species
names.
Eventually, I got over my
silly nickname (though
I'll admit to a tiny bit of
fear that this piece may
result in a resurgence of
the old epithet). In any
case, it is a reminder that
the things we say and the
way in which we say them can
have a significant impact on the
world around us. Similarly, our

methods for presenting and
disseminating scholarly research
have a considerable
impact on how that
research is received
by the community.
Just one more reason
publishers will continue
to be relevant even in this
increasingly digital age.
Hey, smarty-pants! We're
interested in your feedback
about the newsletter
and ideas you have
for future articles.
Please email comments,
suggestions, or ideas to
frontmatter@allenpress.
com. 
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Taxonomy Goes Digital: Nomenclatural Codes Embrace Online-Only Publication

Official Publication

Since blogs and Facebook posts do not have
ISSN or ISBN numbers and are not preserved in
long-term archives, they will not be a valid form
of taxonomic record. Likewise publication on
“optical discs” such as CDs or DVDs do not meet
the new requirements. The code states, however,
that “some works on optical disc have been
produced during 2012 in compliance with the
former Article 8.6,” so the commission decided to
allow publication on CD-ROM through 2012.4
Daphne Fautin, vice president of the ICZN
committee and a professor of invertebrate
zoology at the University of Kansas, says that
some scientists in recent years have published
new names in online-only publications, and
unfortunately such names are not valid. This has
caused confusion among taxonomists. To remedy
this, the authors must either print the papers and
deposit them in libraries or re-describe the names
in new papers.
The ICZN and ICN amendments have
implications for publishers and editors who
want to discontinue their print editions. While
some publishers have seen demand for print
subscriptions decline, they steadfastly applied
ink to paper because of concerns about the
legitimacy of their content. The American Society
of Mammalogists (ASM) took care to ensure
that taxonomic articles in its publications, the
Journal of Mammalogy and Mammalian Species,
complied with the code. “We had to archive
printed copies of these publications in order for
taxonomic actions to be available according to
the old version of the code,” says Ryan Norris,
chair of the ASM nomenclature committee.
“The new rules should do away with that.” In a
hybrid move, some journals have been posting
preprints of accepted articles online before print
publication. Under the ICZN rules, preprints are
not considered officially published, so the date
of publication is still established by the print
version, if there is one.

2012
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New taxonomic names must be valid, so
publication cannot be an informal process. The
new rules do not mean that a taxonomist may
post new species descriptions exclusively on a
blog or Facebook page.

So are print journals now unnecessary? Not as
long as demand for print persists, but at least
compliance with the code is one less factor to
consider. Not that discontinuing a print journal
is an easy decision. Society-based journals with
significant membership support may want to
survey members before eliminating print entirely.
Members may consider the print journal a primary
member benefit, even if they receive online access
through their institutions. As long as members
find value in the hard copy journals, society
publishers may want to continue printing journals.

“As for individual
taxonomists,
the new rules
could present
new options for
publication. No
longer does an
author have to
submit only to
journals that
retain their print
editions.”

As for individual taxonomists, the new rules could
present new options for publication. No longer
does an author have to submit only to journals
that retain their print editions; online-only
journals are now acceptable outlets for their work
as well. Authors, however, still must comply with
all the terms of the amendment.

Registration
One requirement is that authors must register
their publications in ZooBank, which is free for
authors.5 The recent changes to the code named
ZooBank the official registry for zoological
taxonomy. The code also states that it is the
article or book, not the name itself, that is
being registered. This may change in the future,
according to the announcement about the
new rules: “The shift to registering works lets
registration of names and acts proceed on a
voluntary basis, which gives more time
to fully develop those functions in
ZooBank, and allows more informed
decision-making if such registrations are
proposed to be mandatory in the future.”
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The amendment that was recently approved was
originally proposed in 2008. Part of the reason
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code. As a result, the commissioners voted to set
a retroactive start date of January 1, 2012, even
though there were no works as of that date that
met the new requirements. Therefore, the new
rules are officially retroactive to the beginning
of the year, but as a practical matter took effect
immediately.

Unity Among Codes
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“When registering
a new publication
in ZooBank,
authors must state
an intention to
preserve the work
in an archive.”

it took so long to ratify was an effort to ensure
that ZooBank was up to the task of serving as
the official registry. While the commission’s
approval of ZooBank indicates that it is ready
to assume its role in the process, that role is
expected to change over time: “The Commission
anticipates that ZooBank will continue to evolve
in response to input from the broader community
and encourages suggestions for its ongoing
development.”
Ryan Norris of ASM says he has not used ZooBank
yet, but expects registration to work similarly
to GenBank, which has been registering DNA
sequences for several years. “It seems to really
work,” he says. “It’s a model for other fields.”
When registering a new publication in ZooBank,
authors must state an intention to preserve the
work in an archive. The registration form includes
names of several well-known archives—such as
LOCKSS, CLOCKSS, Portico, and PubMed Central—
and users can suggest others to be added to the
list.

Retroactivity
The commissioners had to decide when the
new rules should go into effect, which turned
out to be complicated. Works have to be
registered in ZooBank before publication, but
both registration and publication must occur
under the new code. Aiming for a beginning
of the year start, the commissioners originally
considered January 1, 2013, but this raised the
concern that some articles could be published
that had not first been registered under the

4

What is next for taxonomy? The big challenge
of the future may be to enhance cooperation
across disciplines. Not that publication
standards will likely ever be the same, because
various fields have vastly different approaches.
New virus taxa, for example, are approved
not by publication but by a formal process of
the International Committee on Taxonomy of
Viruses (ICTV). Eric Carstens, ICTV president,
says that members of the committee accept
proposals of new names for review, and
approved names are maintained in an index of
virus names. Other groups have their own rules
for bacteria, cultivated plants, and phylogenetic
nomenclature.
But if a virologist must communicate with
a zoologist, they might have to overcome
differences in terminology. The International
Committee on Bionomenclature has created
a list of recommended terms for use across
disciplines with the goal of meeting “the
global challenges of understanding Earth’s
genetic diversity and resources.”6 Before that
can happen, terms relating to publication and
precedence of names (“published” vs. “effectively
published”), nomenclatural status (“legitimate”
vs. “valid” vs. “acceptable”), and other aspects
of taxonomy must be reconciled so experts
in different disciplines do not talk past each
other when trying to share information. The
recommendations note that use of standard
terms does not have to displace terms
traditionally used in each discipline.
To create even more unity, groups of biologists
came together about 10 years ago to create
the Global Names Architecture database, an
attempt to compile information about names
and help reconcile two major problems: some
species have more than one name, and some
names are applied to more than one species.7
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The h-index was proposed
by physicist Jorge E. Hirsch
in 2005 as a tool to measure
an individual author’s
productivity and quality.

An individual’s h-index is
the largest number h such
that h publications have at
least h citations.
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Of this author's 8 total articles,
6 have at least 6 citations.
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The h-index is a citation metric aimed at measuring a particular author’s
impact to the literature.
ci

The members of the International Committee
on Bionomenclature cite the progress on the
Global Names Architecture as evidence of the
need for biologists to communicate across
specialties. 

h-index = 6
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Allen Press Wins Prestigious
Printing Awards
Allen Press has won coveted awards in 2012 in three prestigious regional and
national printing competitions, where excellence in print quality as well as
overall impact and degree of difficulty in technique are judged.
PIA MidAmerica, the regional trade group of the Printing and Imaging
Association, bestowed the Best of Category award for two publications,
recognizing each in their category in the company’s division. The winning
pieces were Orchids 80(2), a publication of the American Orchid Society, and
Catfish Alley, Fall 2011, a publication of The Commercial Dispatch, Columbus, MS.
Winning Awards of Excellence were Gastronomica 11(4), from the University of
California Press; The Mineralogical Record 42(2), published by The Mineralogical
Record, Inc.; Gems & Gemology 47(1), a Gemological Institute of America
publication; Arabian Horse Times 2012 Calendar, from Arabian Horse Times,
Inc.; and Shadows of Minidoka: Paintings and Collections of Roger Shimomura,
published by the Lawrence Arts Center. Allen Press’ accomplishments were
honored at a banquet this spring in Kansas City.
Printing Industries of America awarded the company with two Premier Print
Awards. The Mineralogical Record 42(2) was given an Award of Recognition, and
Arabian Horse Times 2012 Calendar was given a Certificate of Merit.
The company won a Gold Ink Award given by three industry publications,
Printing Impressions, Publishing Executive, and Book Business. A Silver award was
given for Hoover Digest 2011, No. 2, a publication of Hoover Institution Press.

employee spotlight
Bryan Pahl
Director of Business Development
Allen Press employee since 2007
Area of Expertise/Industry Focus
Bryan focuses on composition services
and print and distribution services at
Allen Press. He has expertise in workflow
design and editorial solutions.
Business Philosophy
Bryan is dedicated to excellent

Sappi Fine Paper North America honored the company with a Bronze for its
Printer of the Year Award for Gems & Gemology 47(1) and Shadows of Minidoka
in the first round of competition. Gems & Gemology was then awarded a Silver
and represented the region in the challenge for a Gold Award. Both publications
were printed on Sappi paper. This competition received more than 2,100 entries,
in nine categories, with only 54 publications garnering awards.

customer service. He is loyal to the

These competitions, sponsored by printing and graphic arts industry magazines,
graphic arts trade associations, and paper companies, offer printers an
opportunity to show their best works alongside other printers, and all are
judged by a panel of highly regarded print professionals. 

work in collaboration with them to

6

Allen Press mission, but also committed
to understanding the goals of his
customers. Bryan seeks to build
relationships with his customers and
accomplish their mission and improve
their publications.
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ORCID Launches, Encourages Feedback Through Forum Option

In August, ORCID announced its member organizations from
the scholarly publishing community. At this time, over 300
organizations have registered their support, and 50 of these
provided start-up financial support. Some of the member
organizations include CrossRef, FigShare, Aries Systems, and
the New York University School of Medicine.
These launch partners integrated the ORCID system into
their organizations and began forming “working groups” in
order to support the overall mission of ORCID. These groups
include the Business Working Group, Outreach Working
Group, and the Technical Working Group. Providing their
various expertise, these leaders will prototype and develop
features in order to reach additional audiences.

the first 24 hours. Despite an impressive first day in terms of
registrants, ORCID is still working out technical issues. During
this time, the ORCID team is looking for suggestions on ways
in which they can improve the site’s features. ORCID has
been diligently responding to posted suggestions, labeling
them as “started,” “under review,” or “planned.” This helps users
know what will be added or considered in the future.
Using the forum section of the ORCID website, users can
vote on features they would like to see as the service
develops. Currently, proposed features include adding
research activities (grants, patents) to an ORCID record.
Because of the forum feature, ORCID has integrated various
suggestions from users onto the site, such as drawing
information from Google Scholar pages and the adoption of
privacy settings on researchers’ identifier records.
Users are encouraged to participate in the forum or
email their suggestions to support@orcid.org. For more
information or to register for an ORCID, visit http://www.
orcid.org. 
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ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID) is a not-forprofit consortium of scientific research and publishing
organizations that aims to alleviate authorship identification
ambiguity by creating individual IDs for researchers.
These IDs (also called ORCIDs), which can be attached to
published articles or other research output, link back to
each researcher’s individual profile on the ORCID website.
This eliminates potential confusion between different
researchers with the same or similar names.

“We thank our members for committing to the ORCID
mission and their help sustaining ORCID for the benefit of
the research and scholarly community,” ORCID states on
their website. “The success of ORCID depends on people
and organizations throughout the research community
using the Registry and embedding ORCID identifiers in their
external systems.”
After the site’s official launch in October, ORCID released
a statement that over 1,000 users were registered within
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